Welcome!
Teacheesy Training for Technicians

.../.../2018 at XXXXX, XX
Introduction of trainer(s)

- Name, based in
- Job/work
- My connection to FACEnetwork
  - Do you all know what FACEnetwork is?
- My connection to Teacheesy
  - ..
  - ..
Goals of this training

• Getting familiar with the content of the Guide
• Understanding on how producers can implement the Guide for Good Hygienic Practices in their production as their Food Safety Management System
• Giving arguments on explaining practices of small scale producers
• Getting familiar with the tools that are available to accompany this implementation
• Building a network of technicians that are well informed about the implementation of the Guide
• Getting feed-back on this training and the tools
General Outline

• Introduction
• Presentation of Guide, short history, spirit, principles
• Hazards identification and prevention
• Sections of the Guide:
  • Main messages for producers
  • Introduction of tools available for this section
• Practical exercises:
  • Case studies, visits
DAY 1 - programme
DAY 2 - programme
Introduction of participants

• Who are you?

--- add some kind of game to remember names?---

• Where are you based?

• What are you doing?

• What type of farms do you work with/ Do you have in your region (type of animals, type of products, experienced farmers or beginners)

• Do you have experience with the current national Guide?
Set up of the presentation

• Presentation on main subjects about the Guide
Set up of this presentation

- Presentation on main subjects about the Guide
Set up of this presentation

• Presentation on main subjects about the Guide

= Tool available: extended Power Point, Fact Sheet, Registration Form, Video, Exercise, Game, Literature

x.x = section of the Guide.tool number